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Helvetia Calendar

Sept . 18 --- Helvetia Society monthly meeting, Fair Lawn Arts Cen-
ter, 12-56 River Road, Fair Lawn, N . J ., 8 p .m . Pro-
gram : Geneva's history and culture in stamps and through
covers from 1459 to 1972 by Harlan Stone.

Oct . 26-28 - NOJEX special Swiss competition sponsored by Helvetia
Society, at Cranford, N . J.

New Members

679 Braunhut, Herman J ., 303 w . 66th St ., New York, N .Y . 10023.
680 Newville, J . Kenney, 980 Via Rincon, Palos Verdes Estates, Calif.

90274, 1960 definitives, military stamps, postmarks
681 Medoff, Dr . Alan S ., 122 Golf Court, Teaneck, N .J. 07666, inter-

national organizations.
356 Greenstein, Burton S ., 2500 N . Van Dorn St ., Apt . 1523,

Alexandria, Va. 22302
682 Datema, Robert J ., 1403 Emerald St ., N .E ., Grand Rapids, Mich.

49505
683 Stalder, William C ., 126 Swift St ., Auburn, N .Y . 13021, cancella-

tions, perfins, military labels, Geneva U .N . stamps.
684 Ochsner, John G ., Box 466, Willingboro, N .J . 08046
685 Eggen, Dale R ., 5862 E . Ithaca Place, Denver, Colo . 80237, Rayons,

Swiss philatelic literature.

New Addresses

540 Ross, Robert C ., 28 Kenmore Place, Glen Rock, N .J . 07452
557 Clarke, Robert T ., 1338 Naples Drive, Dallas, Tex . 75232
637 Smith, Robert C ., 1855 Illinois Ave ., Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

K1H 6W5

News Briefs

The monthly mail auction and dealer advertisements will re-
sume in the October issue of the Helvetia Alphorn, after President
Steve Pomex, who handles these features, returns from a late summer
trip .

Treasurer George Wettach, who plays an important part in
the society's ability to answer quickly correspondence from members
concerning Helvetia auctions and dues payments, has been a hospital
patient most of the summer . During his temporary absence, other of-
ficers have been filling in as best they can between vacations.
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The society has been reproducing its Helvetia Alphorn at a
reduced cost at the business office of one of its New York members.
Because this arrangement may have to end soon, the editor is seeking
an alternate source for xeroxing, collating and stapling . Any member
who can provide these services is asked to write the editor at the
address listed on page one . New arrangements can be worked out to send
the Alphorn's monthly contents to another member for printing and
mailing, regardless of his location . As the chief link between members,
it is most important that the Alphorn continue to appear.

George T . Turner (Helvetia #84) recently rejoined the society
with a request for all back issues of the monthly newsletter to add to
his extensive collection of philatelic literature . Since the editor stil
had extra copies of only the 1973 issues, any members who can provide
earlier ones back to September, 1969, is asked to write Mr . Turner at
408 "A" St ., S .E ., Washington, D .C . 20003.

Late indications are that as many as five Helvetia members
plan to exhibit at NOJEX on Oct . 26-28 . Helvetia will provide special
medals for the exhibition judges to award.

Not one but two young members of Helvetia won awards at last
springs First National All-Junior Stamp Exhibition in Stroudsburg, Pa.
(see News Briefs, June issue) . The second member is Michael Naughton
of Chicago (#593), who took second place in the 13-15 age group and a
United Postal Stationery Society trophy with a display of Tell boy
material . Since then Mike has turned 16 and captured a third place with
the same exhibit at ROPEX in Rochester.

In his final issue of Herst's
Outbursts this summer, Herman Herst Jr.
announced the results of his caption
contest involving the accompanying car-
toon . Among the better entries, he cited
14 submitted by Karl Sharp of Verona,
Pa. (Helvetia #543) . Among them was this
gems "Oh, no, not another of those jumbo
sized stamps'."

A Regional Museum in Honor of Pioneers of Swiss Aviation
By

Dr. Max Kronstein
(Helvetia Member #79)

Swiss air mail collectors usually begin with the stamps,
cachets and flown cards used in 1913 for the Aviation Day events for
the National Collection for the Establishment of Military Aviation.

But the pioneer period of Swiss aviation actually began
earlier. The 1972 Swiss Airpost Catalog of the Swiss Aerophilatelic So-
ciety lists on page 250 and 252 cards issued for Aviation Days in the
areas of Lake Geneva and Lake Neuchatel, such as two at Planeyse
(Jan . 9-11, 1910, and Oct . 15-17, 1910), another at Avenches (Oct . 15-
17, 1910) and another at Payerne (Oct . 23, 1910) . On all these
occasions the Swiss aviators Failloubaz, Durafour and Grandjean partici-
pated, and the cards issued then are well valued in the catalog.

But present-day friends of early aviation in the French-
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speaking part of Switzerland felt that their early pioneers did not
receive enough attention during the National Collection events, and so
they established in January of 1971 an Association Musee de Vieil
Avenches et de la Naissance de l'Aviation Suisse (Museum Association
of Old Avenches and the Birth of Swiss Aviation) . Their museum in
Avenches has attracted considerable support from the friends of the
early pioneers in that area.

This AMVANAS collection already contains much original ma-
terial about such events as Rene Grandjean's first flight across Lake
Neuchatel (June 18, 1911) when he received the Grand Medal of the
Swiss Automobile Club . During his winter flight (with ski equipment
attached to his plane) at Davos on Feb . 14, 1912, the German Crown
Prince and his aide were passengers . Im similar manner the flights of
Ernest Failloubaz are well represented, including one for which the
Federal Council of the Swiss Republic in 1910 awarded him a golden
chronometer .

Besides establishing this permanent collection, the museum
group has arranged annual gatherings in honor of these early pioneers.
It is quite an interesting effort to commemorate them in the actual home
area where they lived and flew.

Commemorative card for the June 18, 1911, flight of Grand-
jean across Lake Neuchatel, showing the signature of the
Swiss aviator .
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Commemorative card for the winter flight of Grandjean at
Davos on Feb . 14, 1912, with skies attached to his plane.
Inscription by his widow on the 60th anniversary last
year notes that the German Crean Prince was a passenger.

New Definitive Landscapes Set

Ernest A . Kehr

The first 10 of a new definitive "Landscapes" set were
scheduled for release throughout Switzerland on Aug . 30 . Although con-
sideration was given to other themes for a new definitive set to re-
place the stamps in general use since 1960, widespread popular demand
among its citizens led to landscape pictures for the sixth time in 60
years . In making the decision, postal authorities were faced with the
question not of what, but of how to repeat a theme without resorting
to monotony.

Feeling that an entirely new graphic style would provide
the necessary, novel individuality, they sought an artis t qualified
to do justice to the assignment . He was found in the person of Hugo
Wetli, whose work has appeared on striking posters distributed to all
parts of the world by the Swiss National Travel Office to encourage
tourism to the Alpine Confederation . In a forthright manner, all ten
designs are uncluttered with detail, yet capture the topographical spir-
it characteristic of the various linguistic regions of Switzerland.

The values show : 5 centimes, Sottoceneri ; 10c ., Grisons ; 15c .,
Central Switzerland ; 25c ., The Jura ; 30c ., Simmen Valley ; 40c ., Vaud;
50e ., Valais ; 60c ., The Engadine ; 70 c ., Sopraceneri ; and 80 e ., East-
ern Switzerland .
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The steel dies were engraved by Heinrich Messer and Pierre
Schopfer for use at the Swiss Postal Administration's Printing Plant
in Bern . The stamps, each in two different colors, are being printed
by the intaglio method on white paper lightly coated with a
luminescent substance, in sheets comprising four panes of 50 stamps each.

Everything You've Ever Wanted to Know
About Wild Mushrooms But Were Too Bullied to Ask

By Ronald D . Lowden, Jr.
(Helvetia # 417)

Continued from June issue

V . Cantonals (Kantonale Verwaltungsmarken)
The overall number of cantonal issues is generally believed

to be well over four thousand . Some have become exceedingly rare,
especially a few of the earliest, and also some of those whose purpose
was limited or of short duration . To the best of this writer's know-
ledge, only one nearly complete collection exists today in the entire
world which is still intact.

The very earliest adhesive revenue issues of most cantons
appear to closely resemble designs used for embossed pre-adhesive re-
venues, of which more anon . Several, in fact, are color printed and/
or embossed upon plain or colored paper, not unlike the manner of some
early Swiss regular postage issues . Evidently, the transition from pre-
adhesive to adhesive was only slowly accomplished nationally . The first
cantonals from Ticino were in 1855 (see illustration next page) ; Zurich
- 1857 ; Geneva and Basel-stadt - 1860 ; Bern, Fribourgh and Valais -
1862 ; Vaud - 1865 ; Neuchatel - 1876 ; St . Gall - 1878 ; Luzern - 1879;
and Aargau - 1886 . Yet most of these cantons had previously been
involved in the issue of embossed pre-adhesive revenues (perhaps all,
when more is known of the pre-adhesive issues).

Altogether, some 24 cantons have produced adhesive revenue
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stamps over the years . In addition to those above, there are also to
be noted first issues from Schwyz and Zug in 1888 ; Uri - 1895 ; Thur-
gau - 1897 ; Schaffhausen - 1918 ; Nidwalden - 1920 ; Solothurn - 1925;
Graubunden - 1936 ; Obwalden - 1937 ; Glarus - 1940; Basel-land - 1942;
and Appenzell - unknown date . The many and various strange purposes,
collection agencies, beneficiaries, etc . are legion . Until well into
the 20th century they mostly were of dull and formal design, but
nonetheless often fine examples of the engraver's art (see illustration).
Gradually, there were subsequently developed designs of more local
significance and interest.

Earliest cantonal
stamp, from Ticino
series of 1855.
1 Fr . embossed,
four full margins,
bright yellow pa-
per, original gum.
This demonstrates
transition of em-
bossing from pre-
adhesive to adhe-
sive period issues .

Cantonal stamp from
Geneva (1885) show-
ing shield bearer.
This is a fine ex-
ample of engraving.

A digression into the vast array of cancellations to be
found on Swiss adhesive revenues may be most appropriately inserted
here, since many of the larger, more highly ornate, and consequently
highly collectable varieties are to be seen among the cantonals.

First, they exist on federal, cantonal and municipal revenues,
but enough actual full documents have been seen to state that revenues
used in Switzerland sometimes escape cancellation . Hence, an example
without cancel, even with original gum, may or may not be a used copy.
While it may be logical to presume that some may not be collected
unused because of probable regulations forbidding their sale prior to
use in some cases, the presumption does not necessarily follow that
some may never be found cancelled . Again, until the actual enabling
legislation concerned has been studied in each instance, one must presume
that cancelled copies exist for all issues not known as essays or proofs,
the latter which, of course, also occur with occasional frequency in
collections. However, because of the known, uncancelled, full documents
cited above, the collection of cancelled copies would seem to become the
more precious of the two ways for the time being! None of the literature
to be noted hereinafter differentiates mint from used in its pricings.
Suffice it to say, no collector will part with a cut square or entire,
incorporating a full, handsome, and decorative strike, without an appro-
priate premium, which situation would seem highly inappropriate if con-
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sidered only in the light of writers' and cataloguers' thinking up to
the present . At best, then, the theory of not differentiating between
values for used versus mint, which is outwardly espoused by some Swiss
revenue collectors encountered, is a highly debatable practice.

Second, the types of cancels most frequently encountered are
of the rubber handstamp variety (not necessarily made of rubber in
many cases), with all the inherent blurbs, mutilations, partials, and
other potential weaknesses thereof . Others are handwritten with dates,
purposes, initials -- presumably of the official or employee cancelling
the copy . Most of these, interestingly enough, are quite neatly execu-
ted with a fine point and are to be highly admired . (A fanatical origin-
al gum collector, otherwise highly knowledgeable and respected by this
writer, helpfully (?) annotated this last sentence, during his review
of this article, with a magnificent analogy . Said he, "To be admired ..
like walking your white dog for a mile in a heavy downpour, rather than
letting him run free out in the back yard, so he won't get all muddy!"

Municipal revenue from Lugano,
Canton of Ticino, showing a
typical large, handsome, purple
strike . This bisect is one half
of the lowest value (1 Fr .) of
the 1893 series, which was still
valid in 1927 . Not known whether
this paid a 50 centime duty or
is a philatelic creation.

Much less often are encountered manuscript cancels which are
the downrightly destructive killer types . The usual corner-to-corner,
handwritten "X"'s in ink or crayon are occasionally to be seen . Many
of the handstamped types imitate contemporary postal types, but of
slightly altered design . A number of highly original designs, sometimes
upwards of three inches in diameter (what a proud, uncompromising, nasty,
officious bureaucrat he must have been) are occasionally seen . Many of
all types are executed in "typical government purple" or other colored
inks . Infrequently, an honest to goodness railroad, or even a postal can-
cel is found, dated and all, alarming no end even the more stoic
"straight" collectors (like the man said, "If we only wait long enough
. . .") . The factual reason for the occurrence of the latter has never been
seen documented or heard suggested by this writer, but it may well re-
late to taxable documents or receipts for taxes paid, which were origin-
ally designated as "paid" by the application of a revenue stamp, and
which were then regularly mailed with the additional application of a
regular postage stamp -- to the owner, payee, or whomever -- without
the benefit of protection by enclosure in a separate envelope, and ac-
cidentally cancelled along with the latter stamp in the process . Well,
stranger things have happened . But because stamp dealers probably were
involved even then in their surreptitious activities, the explanation a-
bove has little chance ofvalidity!

Last, but not least, occur a few oddities in the cancellation
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area . Among these are round, punched-out holes to be seen on some of
the earlier adhesives, and of a diameter varying from about 1/16 inch
up to 1/4 inch . A few of these apparently were recently fed, but not
without some safely executed suspicion, into a Swiss perfins catalog
(Like the man said . . .!) . Then there are printed, handwritten, or
handstamped horizontal lines, crossing the entire stamp width from
perforations to perforations, or edge to edge in the case of imper-
forates, and some "relatives" accomplishing the same thing with a dot- ..
ted or perforated horizontal, occasionally vertical, line (the latter
which the perfins survey missed, but which, like the man said . . .).

(To Be Continued)

National Festival Cards
By

Felix Ganz
(Continued from June issue)

Stamp
Type

Tell-
boy -
Type
III

ditto

Gard
No.

16

17

18

19

Year

1917

1917

1917

1917

Stamp
Value

5c
green

5c
green

5c
green

5c
green

Picture
or Subject

Mother
Helvetia

Defense of
the Father-
land, 1291-
1917

Caritas
symbolized

Good Samar-
itan in
front of
Alps

Surtax
Recipient

Swiss Red
Cross

ditto

ditto

ditto

Sold
by Post

182,883

152,660

187,860

171,747

Remarks
or Details

Features vig-
nette with
picture of
Henri Dunant,
founder of
Red Cross.
Printer's
imprint in black
(2 sizes) or
red. Known with
unique (?) de-
monetization
imprint in
English, French
and German.

Same vignette

ditto

ditto
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Stamp
Type

Tell-
boy
Type
II

Tell-
boy
Type
II

Tell-
boy
Type
II

Tell-
boy
Type
II

1919
sol-
diers

Tell-
boy
Type
II

Surtax
Recipient

Swiss Na-
tional
Fund for
the
Soldiers

Fund for
Creative
Artists
and
Schiller
Fund for
Writers

ditto

ditto

ditto

Swiss
Assn . of
Turners
& Society
for Pro-
fessional
Help and
Counseling
of Appren-
tices

Card
No.

20
21
22
23
24

2 5

26

27

28

29

Year

1918

1919

1919

1919

1919

1920

Stamp
Value

7c
gray

Cards
with-
out
stamp
imprint
were
printed
gray in-
stead of
orange,
for mil-
itary use

7½c
gray

7½c

gray

7½c
gray

7½c
gray

7½cgray

Picture
or Subject

5 scenes
from mural
by Welti
and Balmer
in NationalPalace, Bern,

showingUnterwalden

"Landsgemeinde" (election day)

Birthplace
of G . Kel-
ler (centennial

card)

Keller's
portrait
by Buch-
s er

Keller
sketch
by A.
Böcklin

ditto

Field
workers

Sold
by Post

No break-
down a-
vailable
for
cards #
20-24.
Total
sale
806,485

144,000
complete
sets of
cards #
25-27.
53,900
single
cards.

ditto

ditto

ditto

100,889

Remarks
or Details

Vignette fea-
tures medallion
of Welti and
Balmer . Cards
come with and
without nu-
merals in up-
per left of
picture side.
Cards sold
singly and in
set, which
included biog-
raphy of Welti.

Proofs of #25
exist . #2 5-27
sold as set
with biogra-
phy of Gott-
fried Keller,
Swiss writer,
#25-28 in-
clude vig-
nette of 1919
Swiss president Ador.

ditto

ditto

ditto
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